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THE STOCHASTIC ROTfT ION OPERATOR
AND NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RELAXATION PROCENSES
The application of the stochastic rotation operator
technique to the calculation of oriontational corr’etetion
functions is extended so as to allow the calculet’ ion of the
relaxation limos that occur in nucleor rragn ic resonance
theory. Explicit expressions are ven fu’ times arising
from spin—rotational interactions when the relaxing molecuLd
is spliarical, linear or a symmetric rotator.
where L()is the angular velocity oF the body referred to the body
frame. The solution of (1) consists of a slowly varying ensemble average
about which there are random fluctuations, and the solution is
expressed as
() W ‘ \
- (1 € F + €F()÷ .) < ki (2)
where is the identity operator and is a small dimensionless
parameter. The non-stochastic < obeys an equation
_____
# +)+. .
The Euler-Langevin equations satisfied by the components of C’(t) provide
the value of &)(-)> and we may then deduce from (1), (2) and
(3) expressions for• ..
for substitution into (2) and (3).
In applications of this theory to complex polarizability arising
from orientational polarization of dielectrics2 we were concerned only
with the after-effect operator hich is defined as the solution of (3) with
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A study of the rotational Brownian motion of an asymmetric top
with inclusion of inertial effects was based on the stochastic rotation
operator’ which speoifies at time t the orientation of a body—fixed
coordinate frame with lenpect to a laboratory frame.1 The rotation
operator satisfies the equation
___
- (t’. øLt)) Rt) (1)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From these equs iois d (9) we obtain
The terms f(t)tJfocD1toiu an odd nuer 01 tç. Now (10)
whcn the molec ic is Fplercal oc :inoa, L- i centred cusiau cud
—(z..-i)
.< /),f)_ c)nzequenLijva:1r.1 1en nl’l Similarly we deduce from (7) that, if we write
is sncrrcc, tnm v eu o s kncu. end the V’-d ics of the
nay c found, cc exp.i cd conies. An epres5ion for ± / y +‘. . (11)
< (it,ic;> huu thc•n be ontucoo u o terse roporiional to
fros (8). l the Leplace trunsform o difficulties Equations (10) and (11) agree with the results of Hubbsrd.°
arise for S’ 0 he terms proovticnal to j j, . orturiately these The investigation of the problem for the linear rotator by this
yield no contribution to the surrmstions in (6). For our purposes all that method is quite lengthy. The calculations have been performed to relative
we require is the relation order but the final result
f dt . . .) -I - is independent of . The corresponding spin-rotational correlation
time is 73 ‘.
HL ÷-4 JV+)
__ _____ ____
where is a frictional constant such that the couple resisting the
motion is times the angular velocity and y 4T/(18,) a small




From eq. (2) 4’,, —Cf+ T 7r
; {y[pi
C
For the symmetric top model of the molecule the above method yields
±_ ,1Tc LC
To find from (5) and (6) we suppose that all the nuclei are
in equivalent positions in the molecule and we take the third body frame
axis throvgh the nucleus in which we are interested. This allows us to
write
÷ 73 +2
3((,,+2C,) 1k...
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